Ab initio molecular electrostatic potentials of perillartine analogues: implications for sweet-taste receptor recognition.
A model for the recognition of the perillartine analogues has been determined from a consideration of the molecular electrostatic potentials calculated at the ab initio 3-21G level for a select set of biologically active analogues. The model stresses the importance of two regions of negative electrostatic potential. One region, near the oxime moiety, does not vary in shape or value with substitution in the hydrocarbon domain. A second region in the hydrocarbon domain varies in depth, extension, orientation, and shape, depending on the nature of the substituent. The depth, relative position, and orientation of this latter region in the most potent systems (the 1,4-cyclohexadiene analogue and its p-methyl derivative) serve as the basis for the optimum recognition pattern of these analogues. The rank order of taste potencies is in general agreement with predictions based on this model. In addition, some conclusions are drawn concerning the receptor-analogue interaction as well as the electrostatic features of the receptor.